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Abstract 

 

This paper of my reflections on the Information Services for Adults (LIS 667) course is organized by the 

weeks of our course and the subjects we studied during those weeks.  I have reflected back on the 

articles and chapters of our textbook, reread the postings, and thought about what we have covered in 

five short weeks.  From these reflections, I have highlighted some of the subjects that I thought were 

interesting or important. In the conclusion, I have listed a number of insights that I take away from this 

course and hope to apply to readers’ advisory for genre fiction. 
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Week 1:  introduction:  Adult Readers, Readers’ Advisory, Bibliography, etc. 

What is genre fiction, anyway?  One of the first revelations for me from this class came at the very 

beginning.  I didn’t realize that there are devoted audiences to specific types of fiction literature.  I didn’t 

realize there was research on exactly who reads what types of fiction.  I didn’t realize that I generally 

read literary fiction or mainstream fiction, not genres. By the end of this course, I have realized that I 

have read more genre fiction than I had thought at the beginning.  I also realize the importance of 

reading in different genres to help patrons find what they want to read. I think subconsciously I have 

done that in my library work. During one of our Eluminate sessions, I made a comment about how much 

fantasy I had read.  I had in that genre because the students I work with, especially the “gifted” readers, 

always want to talk with me about those books so I read them to be able to converse and make 

additional suggestions.  I also now realize that readers have an emotional attachment to what they read 

for pleasure. 

Readers’ Advisory (RA).  Another revelation for me was that Readers’ Advisory encompasses more than 

just books. This happens when you are talking with a patron or a friend about genre fiction.  So often 

you move into discussing movies, television shows, music, etc.  Jeffrey Beall (2010) in my posting from 

American Libraries magazine even proposes the idea of librarians reviewing magazine and journal 

articles, essays, short stories and poems. RA is more than reading.  Therefore, to really be good at 

Readers’ Advisory, I think it’s important to be knowledgeable, not only about different genres, but also 

of other facets of current culture like movies and television.  

Moyer and Adult Readers.   First, I was surprised by Moyer’s (2005) browsing research. While greater 

than half of all readers use browsing as their selection method, patrons do not always find what they 

want, nor are they satisfied with their selection. And further, if patrons are continually dissatisfied, they 

go elsewhere to find success. Interestingly, they don’t want to ask a librarian for help. So passive 

readers’ advisory is important. Second, I thought it was interesting that Moyer realized that much of the 

research literature is published aboard and subject to cultural differences. Third, Moyer cited a study by 

Cannell and McCluskey which found, “a case study of a library that broke out all its fiction (and some 

nonfiction as well) by category” and “fiction circulation increased by 36 percent” (p. 221). Research such 

as Moyer’s helps us as librarians to provide excellent readers’ advisory service. 

Social Nature of Reading.  Until reading Wiegand in Genreflecting, I hadn’t thought about the social 

nature of reading. However all the manifestations seem somewhat intuitive (p. 5) and his belief that 

reading draws people into groups rather than separating them made me think about my daily 

interactions with people.  Some of the more interesting research in his article is that of 1000 people 

surveyed by telephone, “76% of respondents felt librarians most needed to be familiar with a range of 

books and authors” (p. 9).  Lastly, his ideas about the library as a place, a social place and the exchange 

of social capital may become even more important to consider as libraries evolve under current 

budgetary stresses. 

Bibliotherapy.  The whole discussion on bibliotherapy that started with the Sturm (2003) and Jones 

(2006) articles was thought provoking.   Initially, I felt that we do some bibliotherapy on a very informal 

level, especially if the patron is asking for resources. Having worked with a school psychologist on 

bibliotherapy subjects, I felt comfortable in working with her in finding good resources for different 
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students and different situations.  However, I really feel strongly that we as librarians need to be careful 

not to cross the line into the field of therapy.  After some of the discussion postings and reflection, I now 

think there is more value in bibliotherapy and that the key is good readers’ advisory practice.  In other 

words, knowing the patron or the therapist and doing a good job at the readers’ advisory interview.     I 

found Michelle Bridges’ final paper entitled, “Bibliotherapy Today:  Where Have All the Librarians 

Gone?” interesting  particularly in the suggestions to librarians about developing bibliographies and the 

potential of collaborative work with health departments as is done in England.  While I did not know 

about bibliotherapy at the beginning of this session, I feel competent in dealing with that issue now. 

Week 2:  Historical Fiction, Crime and Adventure 

Historical fiction.  While there were several discussion postings about the definition of historical fiction 

(Preston, Thomas), Kelly in Genreflecting clearly defines historical fiction as a novel written ”at least 50 

years after the events described , or set in a time before the author’s birth.”  So “the historical novel is 

grounded in research, not personal memory of the event” (Herald, p. 43).  Since this is the definition 

used by the Historical Novel Society, I understand Kelly’s use of it.  However, I think most patrons would 

look at historical fiction as being any fiction that takes place in the past and wouldn’t define it so 

narrowly.   

Revisionist history.  I also agree with Herald that even though it is fiction, “readers of historical novels 

expect that authors will get the facts right” (p. 46). That expectation led into the most interesting part of 

our look at historical fiction which was the discussion about revisionist history and the question about 

whether to purchase and shelve books with “twisted” history.  After reading others’ postings, I did some 

additional investigation into what the ALA Code of Ethics might suggest and whether there are LC 

Subject Headings for revisionist literature like Holocaust denial literature.  I still believe that there may 

be a rare appropriate place for such materials. Academic libraries or special libraries like the one at the 

National Holocaust Museum could have these materials in their collections to facilitate the study of anti-

Semitism. Even in these libraries, librarians need to consider the classification and shelve the Holocaust 

denial literature separate from the nonfiction section on the Holocaust. In general, I think most 

revisionist literature is racist and hate literature that is not based on fact. As librarians, we collect 

varying points of view but we don’t collect false information.  I liked that question because it made me 

think about this issue.   

Crime.  This is a particularly important genre because it constitutes a third of all fiction published in 

English and is probably the most popular genre in public libraries (Herald, p. 147).  I now know that 

there are different types of “crime”: hard-boiled, soft-boiled, noir, cozy and a maze of subgenres 

including vampire detectives.  Having Herald’s Genreflecting will be enormously helpful in this particular 

genre. Crime is also one of the genres that I feel will lend itself to more genreblending with historical 

fiction, science fiction and fantasy in the future. 

As with the historical fiction section, the most interesting aspect of the crime discussion for me was the 

“twist” question about whether crime fiction should be censored because it could provide a roadmap 

for a murder.  As with the question on “revisionist” history, I did some research to see if there were 

examples of murders that followed the plots of novels and took a look at the ALA’s Freedom to Read 
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Statement for guidance (Thomas, May 30). In this instance, I found the ALA statement to be helpful in 

that we shouldn’t restrict access to a crime novel just because it might incite someone to commit 

murder. Censorship results in restricting everyone’s freedom to read. 

Adventure.  Before taking this class, I’m not sure what I would have thought about “the adventure 

genre”.   Similarly Tammy Eason posted an important point that, “Assisting a patron who has an interest 

in adventure involves discovering how the patron defines adventure.”  Herald’s definition of this genre is 

helpful.  She says “an adventure is a story that involves a protagonist (singular or group) who faces 

adversity and grave danger and actively struggles to overcome them” (p. 208). Also plot line and pacing 

are important roles in adventure. She says “Danger and fast pacing are essential to the thriller, and all 

thrillers may be considered adventure stories” (p. 208).  Although I don’t always agree with Herald’s 

definitions, they are a good place to begin thinking about a genre.  I also think it’s a significant genre 

because it’s “Probably the oldest genre in existence” (Herald, p. 207).  Since the beginning of time, 

man/woman has loved the hero or heroine and the ensuing good adventure story. 

Week 3:  Westerns, Romance, Horror 

Westerns.  What I learned from this week was that there are some formal conventions that readers 

expect in these genres, especially for westerns and romance.  Although Connie Van Fleet’s article in 

Genreflecting classifies westerns into “three categories:  formula Westerns, Western novels, and novels 

of the West” (Herald, p. 86), the “formula” westerns are the bedrock of the genre.  While I was skeptical 

at first about Herald’s statement that “Many of this genre are retired men who have led active lives, 

often in physical occupations, and who began reading for pleasure upon retirement” (p. 91), I learned 

from those in this class (Henderson) that this is an accurate statement.  Granted the genre is evolving 

and the “western setting” might now include Avatar or Star Wars, many of the literary elements of the 

traditional westerns remain.  As I mentioned in our Eluminate session, I think Herald needs to add a 

subgenre for literature written by or about Native Americans and include authors such as Dee Brown, 

Joseph Bruchac and Sherman Alexie. These authors have developed a following and their fiction would 

definitely fit into the novels of the West category. 

Romance.  After the westerns discussion, I decided maybe there was some credibility to knowing exactly 

who reads what kinds of fiction. Maybe it wasn’t all stereotypically determined like the “male romance” 

label of adventure reading.   In studying the romance genre, I was shocked to realize that I too had been 

a genre fiction reader in high school reading every one of the Gothic Romances subgenre. It was 

interesting that Herald comments that earlier editions had more discussion on this subgenre and 

contained lists of authors, but that most are no longer living (p. 274)! As with the formula westerns, the 

Harlequin romances have very specific guidelines depending on the particular line.  For example, the 

Harlequin Blaze guidelines sound like the Chick Lit reading demographics including “heroines in their 

early 20s, sexy in premise and execution….playfulness and eroticism” (Harlequin, 2010). I do have more 

of an appreciation of the different genres and subgenres after this section. 

Horror.  As with the genres of westerns and romance, horror is escapist in nature. I found it interesting 

that Bailey emphasizes horror’s objective of eliciting emotions over other elements. “…Horror’s 

overriding interest is in frightening the reader” (Herald, p. 420).  I learned who reads horror too.  
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According to Bailey, horror literature attracts “young and relatively unsophisticated part of the public… 

primarily men between 12 and 30” (p. 421).  It seems logical that people who have experienced real 

horrors would not want to read horror literature. 

Good vs. Evil.  Another component related to these three genres is the theme of good vs. evil.  I think it 

is especially prevalent in the westerns and horror genres.  However, even with romance, readers want 

the happy ending.  I think that perhaps the battle between good and evil is more pronounced in the 

formula fiction where there are basic conventions to follow. The good guys always wore white hats in 

the westerns.  After our discussion of happy endings, I thought perhaps this is one of those times when 

the mood of the reader becomes more critical to the selection. 

Week 4:  Science Fiction, Fantasy, Other 

Science Fiction (SF).  There is a lot to think about in the SF genre.   Before this course, I’m not sure I 

understood the difference between SF and Fantasy.  Palmeri in Genreflecting puts several definitions 

together to say that SF authors focus “on science and the creation of alternate worlds” (p. 314).  Also in 

Genreflecting, Kofmel suggests, “Horror evokes a visceral response, science fiction an intellectual 

response, and fantasy an emotional response” (p. 314).  Science fiction literature also has an 

“atmosphere of scientific credibility” (p. 316).  Because SF focuses on an idea and the possibilities of 

those ideas in another place and time, I believe the genre lends itself more to the short story format 

than other genres.  As several others commented, there is the succinctness of science writing that 

carries over into science fiction.  

Fantasy.  Here was another surprise for me. I didn’t realize that I’ve read more fantasy than the other 

genres. However, I loved the definition “this world is accessed by the narrative skill of the author and 

the imaginative willingness of the reader” (Herald, p. 372). The essay focuses on the “traits” of fantasy 

literature: story, character, another world, the conflict of good and evil, the quest and resolution. I agree 

that the story liberates the imagination and people really want a good story. The characters are like 

us. Maybe it’s the willingness to wonder that appeals to me. Also I like that there is usually something 

about the lessons of life in the quest.  I found it interesting that there are some parallel themes to 

westerns, but a very different setting and less formulaic.  As I mentioned before, I have often read 

fantasy because the students I serve like to read fantasy. Tammy Eason’s post about the attractiveness 

of fantasy for young adults was very astute.  She states that “Reading is a safe place to go for some, 

especially when they are faced with sitting in a group that they don’t feel connected with.  Many times I 

see one of our quiet students sitting near others reading.  Usually they are drawn into a fantasy book.  I 

believe they find characters that resemble them and worlds they would like to escape to” (June 15). 

Women’s Lit and Chick Lit.   Once again starting with Herald’s definition helps clarify the genres. She 

says, “Women’s Fiction is all about relationships” and “similar to Chick Lit in that it takes this broader 

focus on women’s lives and emphasizes friendship and humor, but the protagonists are more mature 

women, well into their lives, often with grown children, rather than young singles searching for 

fulfillment” (p. 494).  I think that’s how Women’s Fiction and Chick Lit differ. As far as the relation to 

Romance, I do not think that either Women’s Lit or Chick Lit are necessarily under Romance unless the 

romance is the primary focus of the story.  Conversely, I don’t think Romance is a subgenre of Women’s 
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Lit because there are enough subgenres and material for it to have its own stand alone genre.  Women’s 

fiction is not always about romance.  Since I see several YA authors writing Chick Lit for teens (like Ann 

Brashares), I think those authors will continue to keep the genre popular and attractive to a younger 

audience of female readers. 

Christian Fiction.  Here was another surprise genre for me. Not that I have read anything but the “Gentle 

Reads” of Jan Karon but that evangelical Christian fiction publishing has grown at twice the rate of the 

overall publishing industry (Herald, p. 468).  Publishers Weekly’s Special Section on Christian fiction 

further reconfirmed the growth of this genre and looked at the subgenre trends.  And even though we 

have been discussing Christian fiction as an emerging genre, it has a substantial history.  According to 

Smith in Genreflecting, Christian fiction was around to create controversy in the late eighteenth century 

and was a part of mainstream fiction until the 1960s (p.465).  For these reasons, Christian fiction readers 

need to be taken seriously and we as librarians need to be knowledgeable of books in this genre. 

Conclusion 

I am amazed at how fast this summer session has passed and how much I have learned about the 

different genres of fiction.  To save the time of the reader, I’ve listed some of my concluding thoughts.  

 “Never apologize for your reading tastes” by Betty Rosenberg in Genreflecting (1982). 

 Reading that patrons do for fun is a legitimate area of study for library professionals. 

(Rosenberg) And recreational reading is important and valuable. 

 Understanding what attracts and keeps people reading in a particular genre is critical to being 

able to help people find what they will enjoy reading. 

 Even with genreblending, it’s the primary elements that determine how to classify fiction.  (And 

different readers may determine that the same fiction has different primary elements.) 

 There is a danger of stereotyping readers without solid research.   

 Even if we are not enamored with a particular genre, we should be conversant enough to be 

able to speak to patrons and others in a positive way about books we may not have enjoyed. 

 Businesses especially publishers and booksellers spend lots of money on market research to 

learn more about people who read different types of fiction.  They also have experience in 

merchandising fiction in various formats.  I think it would be advantageous for librarians to use 

this same information and apply or adapt it to our own situations. 

 There are several ways to get patrons to try different genres:  knowing patrons and their reading 

preferences (RA), developing programming, setting up attractive displays, and/or creating 

reading maps. 

 There are excellent resources to help with readers’ advisory for genre fiction including our 

textbook Genreflecting,  Fiction_L , and the External Links section of the blackboard site for this 

class. However, there’s no substitute for actually reading fiction in different genres. I plan to 

continue to read in all the genres. 
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